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ABSTRACT 
This work investigates the fracture behavior of Preflex beams submitted to time dependent effects and long term loadings. 
However, it is necessary to consider delayed effects such as shrinkage and creep on these structures because their influence is 
not negligible. The different materials used in mixed construction are presented. The flowchart applied to compute creep and 
relaxation effects versus the time is also described. It is interesting to note that the analytical results obtained for a Preflex 
beam are very similar to those obtained using finite element modelling on the LUSAS software. It is also observable that the 
cracking of the concrete that encases the lower fibre, due to creep, causes an increase of stresses in the steel profile that can 
lead to the break of the beam. The use of reinforcement on the preflex beam decrease the crack opening after 100 years 
loadings. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Mixed construction is a method which knows a quick development and takes advantage of two materials: steel and concrete 
[1-2]. They are linked together by connectors, so that concrete works in compression and steel in tension. This results in a 
composite beam with improved mechanical characteristics because both concretes are supposed to work in compression. 
However, it is necessary to consider the impact of delayed effects such as shrinkage and creep on the fracture processes of 
these structures because their influence is not negligible.  

The literature background show that some authors discussed about the behavior and the manufacturing process of preflex 
beam [3] [4]. Foort [5] studied the behavior of connectors in preflex beams due to normal and rupture force. Jerome [6] 
investigated Study the cracking of stressed preflex beams by comparing numerical and analytical results given by Ghali and 
Fabre method [7]. But the impact of delayed effects as creep and relaxation of crack process have not investigated in this 
structure.   

The different materials used in mixed construction are presented. In the same time, the conception step of the preflex beam 
and the numerical flowchart to obtain crack opening is described. It is also observable that the cracking of the concrete that 
encases the lower fibre, due to creep, causes an increase of stresses in the steel profile that can lead to the total collapse of the 
beam.  



MATERIAL AND METHODS 
Materials : Preflex beam 

The Preflex beam is studied in the rest of this study. An isostatic beam with a span of 17 m was considered subject to a 
variable operating load, Figure 1 (a). The section consists of a HEM 700, first phase concrete B1 (in red) and second phase 
concrete B2 (in blue), as can be seen in Figure 1 (b). All dimensions are given here in meters . 

 

Figure 1:  (a) Static model of the beam. (b) Section of beam studied 

According to table 1 (a), a shade of 275 MPa has been chosen. The elastic moment of the profile is 2299 kN.m. Concrete B1 
and B2 are respectively C50 / 60 and C25 / 30 as posted in Table 1 (b).  

 

Table 1: (a) Characteristic of the profile HEM 700. (b) Characteristics of the concrete in B1/B2 phases 

(a)

(b)

Exploitation loads

(a)

(b)

Mechanical characteristic of steel

Characteristic of  concrete
Concrete B1 Concrete B2

Resistance Class
Class of cement

Resistance Class
Class of cementClass N Class N



For numerical computation, a load of 7 kN / m² applied to the entire upper surface of concrete B2 is applied. The relative 
humidity of the environment has been assumed to be 70%. 

Modelling steps 

The different steps of the building are posted in Table 2. Concrete B1 is poured on day 1 and concrete B2 on day 31. In fact, 
we wait 28 days after pouring B1 before releasing the pre-bending forces and 28 days after pouring B2 before commission 
the beam. 

 

Table 2: Preflex beam manufacturing steps 

The pre-bending force is composed of two point forces: one located at the quarter of the beam and another located at the 
three-quarters. It is necessary that the profile does not exceed its elastic limit during the pre-bending step. 

In order to calculate the rupture load of the Preflex beam in both cases (with and without the delayed effects), we will 
increase the operating load until the rupture stress of the profile is reached. The finite element software LUSAS is used in 
order to implement the numerical model. An important assumption which consists in supposing that the concrete B1 does not 
work anymore and can be removed when it is completely cracked. It should be noted that the concrete B1 cracks because the 
loading is important. In general, this concrete is used in Preflex beams for its toughness in compression. When the complete 
cracking appears we denote two load cases: one before the total cracking and one after. For the second load case (after 
cracking), we remove the concrete B1 and add a linear force representing the self-weight of B1 before restarting the 
calculation. Thus, for each load case (the load is gradually increased), we proceeded as follows detailed in flowchart of 
Figure 4 as follow: 

• Step 1. First, we list the lower and upper fiber stresses in concrete B1 at 100 years. 

• Step 2. It is then checked whether these values exceed the admissible stress. 

• Step 3. If this is the case, we are looking for the date on which concrete B1 is completely cracked. If this is not the 

case, we go directly to step 6. 

• Step 4.  Two load cases are created: one before cracking and one after the removed of concrete B1 by adding its own 

weight. 

• Step 5. We relaunch the calculations and we list the stresses suffered by concrete B2 at 100 years because removing 

concrete B1 increases the stresses in the profile and in concrete B2. 

• Step 6. We check that the concrete B2 does not reach its admissible limit and we proceed in the same way as for B1 

if this is the case. Finally, we list the maximum stress in the steel profile and check that it remains acceptable. 

 

Stapes Tasks Days
1 Profile preflexion 0
2 Consideration of delay effects of concrete B1 29
3 Relaxation of the preflexion loads 30
4 Consideration of delay effects of concrete B2 59
5 loading 60
6 Consideration of delay effects at 100 years 36500



 

Figure 2: Flowchart for computing the rupture stress 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Crack opening with first reinforcement 

The fracture due to creep and relaxation effects have been discussed in this section. The applying force is 22 kN/m² (breaking 
load of the beam when we do not use reinforcing steel taking up traction in concrete) at the serviceability limit state. 

   

Figure 3: Crack opening due to creep / relaxation effects with first reinforcements 
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The consideration of cracking of concrete under LUSAS, is computed by using steel reinforcements. We therefore started by 
applying a very weak reinforcement, composed of 6 mm bars every 30 cm, in the longitudinal and transverse direction of the 
beam, on the upper face and on the lower face. 

Figure 3 presents the relationship between the crack opening versus time for the creep and the shrinkage effects. It observed 
that crack opening due to creep is significantly greater than that due to shrinkage. Indeed, at 100 years, creep represents 
77.6% of cracking after loading and shrinkage only 22.4%. On the graph, we can notice that even at 100 years, the cracking 
induced by the shrinkage continues to increase very slightly whereas it is completely stopped for creep.  

 

Figure 4: Crack opening due to creep / relaxation with second reinforcements 

Crack opening with second reinforcement 

In order to decrease the impact of delay deformations on crack opening, the reinforcement have been increased. In this case, 
bars of 6 mm every 15 cm were placed on the upper side and bars of 12 mm every 15 cm on the lower side. Figure 4 presents 
the relationship between the crack opening versus time for the creep and the shrinkage effects. This reinforcement of steel 
allows to remain below the admissible limit of cracking, since when we take into account the cracking due to loading and that 
due to delayed effects, we arrive at 0.08 mm at 100 years. Once again, we realize that the cracking due to creep is much 
greater than that due to shrinkage. The proportion remains the same since 77.6% of the cracking due to delayed effects comes 
from creep. 

CONCLUSION 
In this work, the behavior of preflex beam is investigated. The different materials used in the design of this structure is 
presented. The design step and the numerical implementation of crack opening with LUSAS software is detailed. The crack 
processes due to creep and shrinkage effects are investigated. It is observed that the use of reinforcement decrease 
significantly the crack opening even if the creep is responsible of more than 77 % of the crack opening process. From these 
results, it can be concluded that the consideration of delayed effects leads to a lower failure load of the beam. Therefore, it is 
necessary to consider the delayed effects in the dimensioning of a Preflex beam in order to avoid the total collapse of the 
structure. 
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